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November 10, 2020Posted in: Memes ingredient purist ingredient neutral ingredient rebel tea alignment tea chart must be made from tea must be made from plant leaves nothing to prepare purist tea must be made by boiling the main ingredient t Dank dopl3r.com Visit meme Add MemeAdd ImagePost Comment answer1 up, 1y Show More Comments Yesterday I discussed the poor hygiene of some of my brothers here whose PPs is uncut. One of my outbears
had this to say: I went to a guy for a wake-up call and he knew I was coming. Pulled that skin back, and it wasn't literally sh!t consistency- *BAM*. The smell hit and I started to get up and I had to run to the bathroom. He had the courage to try to clean himself, but the smell was either penetrated into his room or stuck in my nostrils\ lungs\ long-term memory. He took me to Olive Garden (because pasta and breadcrumbs usually make me forget everything), but I saw
some white sauce and started drinking at the table. would be, the saliva started bruh. I think it was literally the last time we tried $ex and our fvckship ended shortly afterwards. He's somewhere out of a job and lives with a 41-year-old brother. His life could have been more valuable if he had cleaned up that morning. Okay, Hol up. Lemme just... lemme catches my breath... And... Lemme...
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

 NAW. NAW NAW NAW . As basic Caucasian women say: literally dead. As the great homie Popiando would say, deadass b. The deadest of donkeys. I read this and my soul came out of my body. Literally I exhaled my last breath and my soul said bish I meet God now and my soul has reached the gates of heaven and Gabriel saidWHO IS YOUR GOD! and I tried to say there is no deity except God and instead I opened my mouth and said ting go
ScEEEEE RA PAT PACA and Gabriel threw me into Hell Bruh. Deceased. Let's tell the story: (1) PP smelled like a funeral home and crematorium for roadkill sconces. (2) Even the best middle class luxury meals could not repair the damage. (3) After this incident, his whole life collapsed and he is now not only nifty, but homeless, depressed, unemployed and desperate. I'm still dead. I haven't recovered yet. You all here stroking my ego by saying I'm funny... It's
the BEST WORK I've ever read. PORUMBEL SOAP. HOT WATER. YALL HERE AMENDING the entire life trajectory ya off ya PP smell. SHOWER NOW BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE. YALL was warned  (credit genius @tamashar - Big Sis! U killed me  bless up ): r/aww u/bad_girlz ld imgur 150 pound French Mastiff gets a kiss from a Chihuahua 6 pounds Yesterday we discussed poor of some of my brothers here whose PR is uncut. One of my
outbears had this to say: I went to a guy for a wake-up call and he knew I was coming. Comes. that skin back, and it wasn't literally sh!t consistency- *BAM*. The smell hit and I started to get up and I had to run to the bathroom. He had the courage to try to clean himself, but the smell was either penetrated into his room or stuck in my nostrils\ lungs\ long-term memory. He took me to Olive Garden (because pasta and breadcrumbs usually make me forget
everything), but I saw some white sauce and started drinking at the table. would be, the saliva started bruh. I think it was literally the last time we tried $ex and our fvckship ended shortly afterwards. He's somewhere out of a job and lives with a 41-year-old brother. His life could have been more valuable if he had cleaned up that morning. Okay, Hol up. Lemme just... lemme catches my breath... And... Lemme...
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

 NAW. NAW NAW NAW . As basic Caucasian women say: literally dead. As the great homie Popiando would say, deadass b. The deadest of donkeys. I read this and my soul came out of my body. Literally I exhaled my last breath and my soul said bish I meet God now and my soul has reached the gates of heaven and Gabriel saidWHO IS YOUR GOD! and I tried to say there is no deity except God and instead I opened my mouth and said ting go
ScEEEEE RA PAT PACA and Gabriel threw me into Hell Bruh. Deceased. Let's tell the story: (1) PP smelled like a funeral home and crematorium for roadkill sconces. (2) Even the best middle class luxury meals could not repair the damage. (3) After this incident, his whole life collapsed and he is now not only nifty, but homeless, depressed, unemployed and desperate. I'm still dead. I haven't recovered yet. You all here stroking my ego by saying I'm funny... It's
the BEST WORK I've ever read. PORUMBEL SOAP. HOT WATER. YALL HERE AMENDING the entire life trajectory ya off ya PP smell. SHOWER NOW BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE. YALL was warned  (credit genius @tamashar - Big Sis! U killed me  bless up ) The discussion of hygiene continues. My lil homegirl text me this morning: Hahaah omg smash! My friends have met a few guys lately who aren't circumsisted and don't wash well... . doesn't
anyone notice!??? Now, men, if y'all possess Thee Natural Preeskin nine times out of ten is yo mom's fault – she was just following cultural norms and told OB whoa derr... I'm not cutting my son's foreskin and the doctor followed my mother's wishes and left Lil Man's PP intact. For example, my Dominican homie told me that most Dominicans leave PP skin intact. My homegirl lil Armenian told me that Armenian men are 50-50 sometimes Cleanie Weenie,
sometimes Cheesy Weasy u feel? Personally they are Weenie, but I respect all cultures. Regardless, it is on a grown man to assess the cleanliness of his situation clean accordingly. Men, if all-natural uncut imma need you to boil some water in the microwave. Put a towel on your head and breathe that nice and deep steam to clean the nasal passage. Then take a cup full of coffee beans just like they got to Sephora and take a nice deep breath to clean the yo
palette. Then wait a few seconds, drop ya draws, bend all the way over so that the yo nostrils is closest to yo PP, pull the cover back, and inhale deeply. If it smells like Dove bruv soap... lilas and lavender and coconut essence almond butter? A good money. On the other hand, if you smell like that assortment of sliced cheese u copped to Costco for a party once bc u felt like u grew up and you gon serve wine and cheese at a party, but u went over the cheese on
the platter so u stuffed it in the back left corner of the fridge behind strawberries and bread and you'll find eight months later and got a green foliage farm growing on it Bruv and you got a breeze and you wanted to vomit... where yo PP smell like an expired grown-and-sexy Costco cheese platter Bruv? YOU HAVE TO CLEAN YOURSELF UP. Just warm water and soap. is not rocket science. RIP to the dignity of poor women who u subject edit to cheesyPP –
Susan B Anthony is not dying for this. WE CAN DO BETTER. WELCOME : Many faces of derp The discussion of continuous hygiene. My lil homegirl text me this morning: Hahaah omg smash! My friends have met a few guys lately who aren't circumsisted and don't wash well... . doesn't anyone notice!??? Now, men, if y'all possess Thee Natural Preeskin nine times out of ten is yo mom's fault – she was just following cultural norms and told OB whoa
derr... I'm not cutting my son's foreskin and the doctor followed my mother's wishes and left Lil Man's PP intact. For example, my Dominican homie told me that most Dominicans leave PP skin intact. My homegirl lil Armenian told me that Armenian men are 50-50 sometimes Cleanie Weenie, sometimes Cheesy Weasy u feel? Personally I'm Cleanie Weenie, but I respect all cultures. Regardless, it is on a grown man to assess the cleanliness of his situation and
clean up accordingly. Men, if all-natural uncut imma need you to boil some water in the microwave. Put a towel on your head and breathe that nice and deep steam to clean the nasal passage. Then take a cup full of coffee beans just like they got to Sephora and take a nice deep breath to clean the yo palette. Then wait a few seconds, drop ya draws, bend all the way over so that the yo nostrils is closest to yo PP, pull the cover back, and inhale deeply. If it smells
like Dove bruv soap... lilac and lavender and coconut butter almond? A good money. On the other hand, if they smell like that sliced cheese assortment u copped at Costco for a party once bc u felt like u grew up and you gon serve wine and and at a party, but u went over the cheese on the platter so u stuffed it in the back left corner of the fridge behind strawberries and bread and you'll find it eight months later and got a green foliage farm growing on it Bruv and
you got a smell and you wanted to vomit... where yo PP smell like an expired grown-and-sexy Costco cheese platter Bruv? YOU HAVE TO CLEAN YOURSELF UP. Just warm water and soap. is not rocket science. RIP to the dignity of poor women who u subject edit to cheesyPP – Susan B Anthony is not dying for this. WE CAN DO BETTER. BLESS UP  added 5 years ago Your browser does not support video tag. Comment rules
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